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CELEBRITY PREDICATIONS
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Name:
Angelina Joile
Date of Birth:
4th June 1974
Star Sign:
Gemini
Chinese animal:
Wood Rabbit
Shaman Animal:
Monkey
Lucky Number:
8
Protection Animal Pendant: Pig or Sheep
Gem stone:
Agate
Flowers for her:
Lilly of the valley
Cosmic card:
The Sun
Ruling Planet:
Mercury

What can we expect for Angelina
in the next coming months?

What can we expect
for romance?

Born in the year of the rabbit, she can be flexible
and very versatile, prudent and often discreet,
busy life’s running on many paths. She doesn’t
always understand the words take it easy, she
works best in an environment where she can
express as much freedom and individuality as she
can, The gift this year for her is the ability to
project long term vision and ideas into the future
coming up with organic original products that do
not pollute the earth, humanitarianism in her is
evident, expect her charitable values to pull her
strongly towards working with the earth, she is
now able to analyse her feelings with some detachment but may
suffer with unusual compulsions and whims. Her mind is ticking
away like a finely tuned clock with her emotions hidden away.

Well we can expect family, more
family, family time and the rest.
Brad is very much a man of his
own and she is a woman who likes
to know where she is at and wants
to control the movements that go
on between the both of them,
some time will be spent apart. You
can also expect speculations on a
third party causing conflict
between these two.

Mind, Body & Soul: The Sun, Cosmic Card
As she detoxes her mind body and soul, she will reach a very rich
feeling of gratitude. The sun card implies success, happiness,
accomplishments and most of all contentment’s, this can indicate
births, a child even twins. She will triumph over destructive gossip
and speculation about her personal life and career. You can
expect more choice, more love and laughter but this will come in
an unusual way. I see both of them having plastic surgery and
Angelina will really question her age and quality of her life.

For more details on Sam’s workshops, psychic readings and
life coaching, visit www.psychicconnections.co.uk
Celebrity psychic Samantha Hamilton is offering deep insights
into your romance, love, soul mate readings, past present &
Future. A consultation is £45.00.
Call free on 0800-043 8149 for details.
Celebrity psychic Samantha Hamilton is offering readers a
personal reading over the phone untimed. Winners will
receive a Feng Shui Love package, total worth over £300.
You will discover things about yourself and your potential soul
mate. How to attract love in your life if you are single and
how to empower and enrich your existing relationship.
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